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Possibly, it is because I was raised in a city or because
my uncle, on whose farm I passed a few hardly idyllic
childhood summers, was too shrewd. Whatever the
reason, I have never been able to understand how one
puts a cart before a horse. Shrewd as he was, Uncle
Clarence never once even tried. I suspect, though, that
I do understand what it means to say, "You've put the
cart before the horse." If I do, then that is what the
Congress has done, perhaps not for the first time.
Apparently intent on assuring fair competition, it has
already managed, directly and indirectly, significant
deregulation of our commercial banks (and savings and
loan associations as well). Until very recently, U.S.
banks were limited in what they could pay depositors.
Now, with their money market deposit and SuperNOW accounts, they are much freer than they were. But
having managed significant deregulation, the Congress
has yet to make a start at changing the U.S. deposit
insurance scheme. And changing that scheme is what
it should have done first. Acting in the public interest,
it should have begun by making the scheme consistent
with less-regulated banks and only thereafter turned to
deregulation.
In passing the Federal Deposit Insurance Act
(FDIA), which it did in 1933, the 73rd Congress created
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC).
It also imposed a pricing policy on its newly created
public corporation. All insured banks—those with

creditors protected against default by the FDIC—were
to be charged alike. In other words, the FDIC was not
to charge insured banks according to the riskiness of
their respective balance sheets. But with an insurance
premium that is constant across balance sheets, the
result may be excessively risky banks. Indeed, unless
insured banks are prevented by regulation from becoming riskier, the result is excessively risky banks. Insured
banks are riskier than they would be if none of their
creditors were insured.
For any kind of company, having creditors is incentive enough to become riskier. Why not gamble with the
money of others? That is why bond covenants (restrictions on what those who have issued bonds may do in
the future) are so common. But an ordinary company,
one without government-insured creditors, provokes an
obvious response when it becomes riskier. Creditors
demand more interest either immediately or, if holding
long-term obligations, as soon as they can. So, whether
formally (by imposing covenants) or by their market
response, creditors limit riskiness.
The insured bank, though, has some creditors who,
because they are protected by the FDIC, do not care
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what it does. In becoming riskier, it therefore does not
provoke the response that the ordinary company does.
Not all of the insured bank's creditors demand more
interest. Unlike the ordinary company, it does then
become riskier. With an insurance premium that is
independent of its balance sheet, it does even if some of
its creditors do care what it does. Uninsured creditors or
depositors make a difference. But however watchful
they may be, however ready to demand more interest,
they do not keep the insured bank from being riskier
than it would be if none of its creditors were protected
by the FDIC.
Thus, the 73rd Congress, which long ago gave us
the original FDIA, provided a rationale for regulating
insured banks. Since 1933, regulation has been essential, if only as a substitute for enough watchful bank
creditors. And until the FDIC's pricing policy is
changed, or the Congress gives up on trying to protect
so many bank depositors, it will continue to be essential.
I do not say that over the years since 1933 bank
regulatory policy has been near perfect or that all the
statutes and administrative regulations that currently
bind banks can be defended. Obviously, the FDIC's
pricing policy does not justify the geographical restrictions to which banks (and bank holding companies)
have been subject.
Yet, it would seem inescapable that if the Congress
and the bank regulatory agencies deregulate further
before the Congress has changed our present-day insurance scheme in some appropriate way or other, they
will be inviting a banking crisis. Of course, there may
still be time. Even if there is more deregulation in 1983,
a crisis soon thereafter is by no means a certainty.
Apparently, some members of the Congress are
willing now to at least consider a rewriting of the FDIA.
In Title VII of the Depository Institutions (Garn-St
Germain) Act of 1982, the FDIC was directed, along
with the Federal Home Loan Bank Board and the
National Credit Union Administration, to provide answers to questions about its insurance scheme and,
more specifically, about the feasibility of changing that
scheme in certain ways. What, if anything, the Congress
ought to do with the FDIC insurance scheme is
therefore at this moment rather a practical concern, and
my purpose in this paper is to explore what the
Congress' options or alternatives are. I am mostly
interested in feasibility. I do not go far toward an
ordering of those congressional options that, as it seems
to me, are feasible. To some, perhaps, at least a couple
of the alternatives that I consider will appear wildly
impractical. Before the FDIA is amended, though, we
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should consider all manner of alternatives to the deposit
insurance scheme of the present.
What the alternatives are depends on why bank
depositors or creditors are insured. In the first and
second parts of this paper, I consider two possible
objectives: in the first, protecting those who are both
poor and financially naive and, in the second, preventing bank runs. As it happens, our present-day insurance
scheme is consistent with neither of those objectives.
But as I argue in the first part of the paper, there is an
alternative to the present-day scheme, easily managed,
that is consistent with protecting those who are poor
and, in matters financial, quite hopeless. Moreover,
under that alternative further deregulation of banks
may not be terribly risky. And as I argue in the second
part of the paper, there is an alternative to the presentday scheme, also easily managed, that is consistent with
preventing bank runs. Under it, however, further deregulation would be extremely risky.
If the objective of government-provided insurance
for bank depositors is preventing bank runs, and we are
to proceed with deregulation, then only a radical
alternative to the present-day scheme will do. In the
third and fourth parts of the paper, I consider several.
Among them is the most oft-urged of radical alternatives, the essential feature of which is an insurance
premium that depends on the risk of default. I argue,
though, that we may not know enough to make the
insurance premium depend on risk. So I go on to other
radical alternatives. One of those alternatives is simply
doing without government-provided insurance for bank
depositors. Another, perhaps a little more appealing,
is doing without government-provided insurance but
making banks hold 100 percent reserves. The last is
doing without government-provided insurance but requiring banks to value their assets continuously at
market prices.
An Insurance Objective:
Protecting the Naive Poor
Why insure bank creditors? One answer to that question, which over the years has been given again and
again, is that we must protect those who are poor and
financially much too naive, who could never be expected to distinguish even the extremely risky from the
riskless. Consider the following elegantly phrased
assertion, made more than 150 years ago by an early
advocate of insuring bank creditors (New York 1829,
p. 439):
The loss by insolvency of banks generally falls upon the
farmer, the mechanic, and the laborer, who are least

